
Please read this user manual, as it contains information about the wonderful 

features of this shaver as well as some tips to make shaving easier and more enjoyable. 

Connect the shaver to an AC outlet with 5V output or less, such as a phone charger or computer USB port. 

a:Press the on / off button to open or close the shaver. 

Your skin may need 2-3 weeks to adapt to the Rantizon shaving system. 

a:Connect the USB cable to your adapter and other power supply or directly to your computer. 

b:After the battery is fully charged, unplug it from the wall socket and unplug the cable from the shaver USB plug. 

Plug in the adapter, turn on the power, the symbols on the display will light up one by one, and then turn off one by one, the 

battery percentage symbol will be displayed permanently. When the battery is lower than or equal to 10%, the battery 

percentage symbol flashes in red; when the battery is higher than 10%, the battery percentage symbol flashes in white; when 

the charge is 100%, the battery percentage symbol stops flashing, indicating that 

it is fully charged. 

Fully charged needs 1 hour charging time to last approximately 120 minutes shaving time. 

When the first indicator light turns red blinking, that means you need to recharge the shaver. 

When Charging 

Charging Procedure 

When the battery is running low 

When the battery is fully charged 

Adapter specificationIn put:100-240V~ 50/60Hz Out put: 5V 1A 
Shaver Power 8W 
Display Digital display 

Low battery warning When the battery symbol light turns red, that means you
need to recharge the shaver. 
Waterproof IPX7 
Travel lock function yes 
Charging way USB cord 
Charging time Around 1 hour 
Using time Around 120 mins 
Noise ≤68dB 
Motor DC 3.7V 
Rotating speed 3000±150r/min 
Barrety 3.7V 14500 800mAh 

4.Using 

2. Specification 

3.Charging instruction 

1. Product Introduction 

. 



sideburns knife to make sideburns knife pop out and trim 

sideburns beard.

d:After shaving, press the on / off button to turn off the 

shaver; then put on protective cover to prevent damage. 

When the head is damaged, do not shave, so as not to damage your skin. 

Do not use compressed air, scouring pads, abrasive cleaning agents or petrol, acetone and other corrosive liquid to clean the

shaver. 

 

You can rinse the shaver under the tap or clean it with a brush we equip.

Be careful when using hot water. Always check the water temperature to make sure is not too high to prevent scald. Clean it 

each time after shaving to obtain the best shaving performance. 

Damp cloth is available to clean the outside of the shaver, but do not wipe the shaving blade parts with a towel or 

tissue, as this may damage the shaving blades. 

d:Turn the locking device (A) counterclockwise, remove the retaining frame (B). 

a:Switch off the shaver. c:Pull out the Shave blades b:Press the release button, part from the shaver . 

and open the shaving unit. 

NOTE: 

NOTE: 

5.Clean instruction 



With a protective cap on the shaver shaving heads to avoid damage. 

a:Switch off the shaver. Disconnect the shaver. 

b:Press the release button to open the shaving unit. 

c:Pull out the Shave blades parts from the shaver . 

d:Turn the locking device (A) clockwise to remove the retaining frame (B). 

e:Remove the shaving blades and put the new one in the shaving unit . 

Clean inside and out with a clean brush grille. 

Make sure the shaver head recess portion aligned with the recessed portion. 

f:Put the shaving heads back into the shaving unit. 

g:Put the holder (B) back into the shaving unit, then turn the locking device (A) clockwise. 

h:Put the flange fork shaving unit into the slot at the top of the shaver. Then Close the shaving unit. 

If the shaving unit closed sluggishly, check the shaving head to make sure it is inserted correctly and the holder is locked. 

For the best shaving performance, we recommend replacing blades regularly. To replace the blades, follow the steps below: 

f:Ensure alignment of just shaving heads recessed portion recessed portion. (Replace it with adverse way of the above sequence ) 

e:Remove and clean the shaving heads one by one. Each contains a set of razor head cutters and guards. 

Remove the blade from the guards and use the brush for cleaning. Do not clean more than one cutter and guard because they are matched with

each other. If you accidentally mix up the cutters and guards, it may take several weeks to restore the best shaving functions. 

NOTE: 

7.Change blades 

6.Store instructions 



g:The holder (B) back into the shaving unit, the clockwise rotation of the locking device (A).

h:Put the flange fork shaving unit into the slot at the top of the shaver. Then close the shaving unit. 

To remove the battery out only when you discard the shaver and make sure the battery is completely depleted. 

To throw away the product, please do not stack with the normal household waste; it should be handed over to an official

collection center. 

8.Environmental protection Tips 

Remove the rechargeable battery shaver 


